
Nieuwsbrief  

De strijd om onze focus, afl. 11; 30-4-2019 

Geo- en exopolitiek, wetenschap, propaganda, opinie, spiritueel  en “fake 

news” opgepikt uit voornamelijk Engelstalige media. 
We are One, all separation is artificial to teach ourselves oneness. 
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Preparing for Disclosure & Solar Flash Events – Corey Goode at Cosmic Waves 

Dr Michael Salla on April 16, 2019 

What follows are the key elements in Corey Goode’s two presentations at the Cosmic Waves 

seminar in Kealakekua, Hawaii on April 9 and 11. Goode made important predictions about 

how the disclosure process is going to play out, how to prepare for an imminent solar flash 

(aka micronova) event that would be in the range of an X-100 solar flare, and our entering an 

End Times era. It is helpful to make a record of such predictions in order to validate other 

aspects of Goode’s pioneering secret space program (SSP) testimony, which has had an 

impact far beyond the UFO and exopolitics communities. 

https://www.exopolitics.org/preparing-for-disclosure-solar-flash-events-corey-goode-at-

cosmic-waves/  

Biofield Tuning: How Sound Therapy Can Unlock the Hidden Causes of Illness 

04/22/2019 By Stillness in the Storm 

(John P. Thomas) I was eating a totally organic diet or better. I had very limited exposure to 

EMF and microwave radiation. I avoided chemical toxins. I took dozens of supplements. I did 

everything I could to be healthy. But regardless of my efforts, I just didn’t feel physically and 

emotionally strong. I was 62 years old and my health was failing. I went to see an alternative 

minded physician about a year ago and he suggested biofield tuning. He told me that biofield 

tuning helps people get to the root of their illnesses – the energetic cause – and can unblock 

the physical and emotional dysfunctions that I had accumulated since the beginning of my 

life.  

https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2019/04/biofield-tuning-how-sound-therapy-can-unlock-

the-hidden-causes-of-illness-2/  

VT Science: Was the Universe Solved and Super-Classified? 

By VT Editors - April 23, 2019 

VT Challenges Reality: We publish the secrets of a century, secrets like this one, and 

everything should change. But it doesn't... 

The notes here are in response to observations tied to Keshe related projects.  VT personnel 

are active in working with the Keshe Foundation on the delivery of several unique 

technologies related to not just energy production and medical care but touch on basic 

physics and space flight as well. 

https://www.veteranstoday.com/2019/04/23/vt-science-was-the-universe-solved-and-

super-classified/  
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Operation Gladio: The Unholy Alliance Between the Vatican, the CIA, and the Mafia 

04/24/2019 By Stillness in the Storm 

(Paul L. Williams) On the hot summer morning of Aug. 2, 1980 a massive explosion ripped 

apart the main waiting room of the Bologna railway station. Eighty-five people were killed 

and hundreds more injured. Though at first blamed on Italy’s legendary urban guerrillas, The 

Red Brigades, it soon emerged that the attack had, in fact, originated from within the ‘deep 

state’ of the Italian government itself. 

https://off-guardian.org/2019/04/06/operation-gladio-the-unholy-alliance/  

http://humansarefree.com/2019/04/operation-gladio-unholy-alliance.html  

https://stillnessinthestorm.com/2019/04/operation-gladio-the-unholy-alliance-between-the-

vatican-the-cia-and-the-mafia/  

US envoy for Venezuela Abrams heckled by Code Pink activist  

Fri Apr 26, 2019 PressTV 

A pacifist has disrupted a speech by US Special Representative for Venezuela Elliot 

Abrams during an event against the government of President Nicolas Maduro. 

Abrams was outlining Washington's anti-Venezuela policy at the Atlantic Council Center 

think-tank in Washington, DC on Thursday when the Code Pink activist mounted a chair and 

raised a placard that read “no coup in Venezuela” while calling the lecturer a "war criminal". 

 

https://www.presstv.com/Detail/2019/04/26/594370/US-Venezuela-Code-Pink-Abrams-

Atlantic-Council  

US troops kill Iraqi policeman, injure two others while ‘transferring’ Daesh terrorists: 

Report 

Fri Apr 26, 2019 PressTV 

American troops have killed an Iraqi policeman and injured two others while allegedly 

transferring a group of Daesh Takfiri terrorists in the country's northern province of Kirkuk. 

The incident happened after American troops were deployed to the region by helicopter in 

an attempt to airlift the terrorists to an undisclosed region, Iraq's Alahad television network 

reported on Friday. 

https://www.presstv.com/Detail/2019/04/26/594438/US-troops-Iraqi-policeman  

Nassim Haramein How The Universe is Talking To Us in EVERYTHING We Do 

UAMN TV  23 apr. 2019 
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During this 2016 2.5 hour workshop at the 14
th

 Annual Conscious Life Expo in LA, attendees 

will understand the building blocks of our universe and what they mean to energy 

production, gravity control, and our place in it!  Haramein will provide an in-depth and 

necessary basis of physical principles, translating it into terms that are easily understood by 

everyone. 

https://youtu.be/LPrPz8oM_Yk  

Are Mars, Moon & Antarctica remnants of Atlantis? Corey Goode EXCLUSIVE [Part 1/3] 

Edge of Wonder  27-4-2019 

In this part 1 of 3 on Edge of Wonder with Corey Goode, we cover exclusive content on how 

the lost City of #Atlantis is connected to #Antarctica our own Moon and even Mars. And how 

all of this relates back to the pre-Adamites. Corey Goode also covers new information about 

the structure and the building of the moon in which he has never shared before as well more 

information on the situation with Antarctica and even the Grand Canyon. And all of this 

seems to be the battleground for Disclosure with #DeepState. 

https://youtu.be/IrwLPSwtVsI  47:18” 

Surviving the Transition - Full Disclosure, Solar Flash, our Future and Ascension 

https://youtu.be/pquF8fJhQFs  24-05-2018 Samenvatting door Corey Goode 

DAVID WILCOCK   INTENSIVE   PART 1 

CONTACT in the DESERT 2018  Alles over Ascentie, Law of One, Christus,  zie ook deel 2 

https://youtu.be/WJy1rfu4nxA  1:38:04” https://youtu.be/f4nIbzjaWXQ  1:35:22” 

All Lies About Global Warming DEBUNKED in One Article 

21-11-2018 Humansarefree 

Everything you’ve been told about global warming, climate change and carbon dioxide by the 

mainstream media — and mainstream “science” — is an outright lie. Far from being a 

dangerous poison, carbon dioxide is a miraculous life-giving nutrient that plants need to 

thrive. Rising carbon dioxide is actually helping “green” the planet, as any legitimate science 

already knows. Without CO2 in the atmosphere, nearly all life on the planet would collapse, 

including both human life and plant life. 

Now, an eye-opening interview has emerged that features István Markó, an organic 

chemistry researcher and professor at the Université catholique de Louvain. He was recently 

interviewed by Grégoire Canlorbe, a science journalist and out-of-the-box thinker. 

http://humansarefree.com/2018/11/all-lies-about-global-warming-debunked.html  

http://gregoirecanlorbe.com/interview-with-istvan-marko-for-breitbart-news-network  

What is Consciousness? 

Stillpoint Spaces Berlin 26 apr. 2019  

We wake up every morning, after a good night’s sleep, and all of a sudden gain this magical 

relationship with reality which makes it so personal - our consciousness. But is the fact that 

we live our lives as conscious beings so obvious? How can we explain the difference between 

the experience of consciousness and that of a virus for instance? Do animals have 

consciousness? In this workshop, we have addressed the most contemporary philosophical 

perspectives on the question of consciousness. Some of which view consciousness as a 
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unique and unexplainable phenomenon, while others provide cutting edge models for the 

understanding of the way we humans consciously perceive the world. Addressing this issue 

from several perspectives, we have tried to understand the “trick” behind the “magic” of 

consciousness. Leon Brenner 2017, ziet nog geen bewustzijn na de dood. 

https://youtu.be/Ju249IhdU4E  1:23:10” 

#VoiceofTheVoiceless 

Fri Apr 26, 2019 Press TV 

Pursuant to the US administration’s latest wave of confrontational policies against Tehran, 

Google recently moved to stifle the YouTube platform of Iran’s English-language Press TV 

news and documentary network, which has long sought to give voice to those peoples and 

communities across the world whose stories do not achieve due attention by the mainstream 

media, mainly in the United States. 

https://www.presstv.com/Default/Section/119/  

IMF: Iran hard getroffen door sancties, torenhoge inflatie  

29-04-2019 NOS 

Iraniërs kunnen dit jaar te maken krijgen met een inflatie van zeker 40 procent, als gevolg van 

de aangescherpte Amerikaanse sancties. Dat is de boodschap van het Internationaal 

Monetair Fonds (IMF) in zijn jongste rapport over de economieën in het Midden-Oosten en 

Centraal-Azië. 

https://nos.nl/artikel/2282530-imf-iran-hard-getroffen-door-sancties-torenhoge-inflatie.html  

Solving the Autism Crisis 

Gordon Duff, Senior Editor - April 28, 2019 

VT has begun an investigation into the millions of new autism cases in the US and Canada and 

have found some startling information we feel should be shared.  Who was really fighting 

autism and what happened to him?  

We have found massive funding tied to covert efforts to deflect reporting or even diagnosis, 

to stifle research into not just autism but cancers and a number of neurological disorders we 

now believe are tied to glycophosphates and GMO foods. 

https://www.veteranstoday.com/2019/04/28/solving-the-autism-crisis/  

Ignorance and Russophobia 

Gordon Duff, Senior Editor - April 28, 2019 

The roots of Russophobia run deep in the US. They go much further than censored or slanted 

media or political game playing in Washington.  

What has to, or at least should be accepted is that Russophobia is a belief system, just like a 

religion, but with no spiritual nature, no holy prophets but resembling the worst of religion. 

Russophobia is a religion of hate that no one understand or will acknowledge the root cause 

of. Perhaps we might want to take a look. 

https://www.veteranstoday.com/2019/04/28/ignorance-and-russophobia/  

Series 4, Part 5B, Where to go and how to survive the Pole Shift and Ice Age 

Diehold Foundation 10 apr. 2019 
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Video series 4, Part 5B, covers where to go to survive the next Polar Reversal and Ice Age. It 

also covers the 50 years before the reversal, what happens during the reversal and the years 

after the geomagnetic reversal and Nova. This information will give you and your children the 

best chance of survival. I present this information because I want some people to survive the 

polar reversal event. 

https://youtu.be/dtFwzbJ6rkk  45:56” 

The High Priestess 

April 28, 2019 The Portal - Cobra 

On April 15th, 2019, full mysteries of the Goddess were finally anchored on the surface of 

this planet in a certain group, after centuries of suppression and after the last mysteries of 

Isis were completely discontinued at the Isis temple of Philae in the year 457 of the current 

era. 

Many of those cathedrals were housing statues of Black Madonnas, which are actually 

Christianized versions of statues of dark skinned Isis, sometimes nursing her child, Horus. 

The first building put on fire on April 15
th

 was the Notre Dame church in Paris. But the Rose 

windows, the symbol of the Sisterhood of the Rose, have survived the fire: 

 

https://2012portal.blogspot.com/2019/04/the-high-priestess.html 

 


